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Digital Filing System 
A digital filing system has been implemented to archive and store course documents, 
planning and assessment records as well as student work in the School of Engineering 
Technology. 

This system is hosted on HTU’s Microsoft SharePoint domain. The following features are 
implemented: 

❖ Variation in user privileges (‘top’ & ‘limited’);
❖ OneDrive connection;
❖ Alerting system for top level users 



User privileges 
The system uses a two-tier approach to granting users different permissions. The two tiers 
are as follows:  

❖ Top level users include: the dean of the SET college, heads of departments, QA lead & 
department coordinators. Privileges include: 
➢ Full control;
➢ Set and Revoke privileges and access of limited level users. 

❖ Limited level users: include all other faculty and instructors. Privileges are limited to: 
➢ Can only view and access designated folders;
➢ Create documents only within allowed designated folders 
➢ Uploading documents to designated folders; 
➢ Update and delete said uploaded documents and folders; 



Folder Ordering Scheme 
The folder ordering scheme followed by SET is a hierarchy which begins with the 
department level then proceeds to course category, course title, document 
category and finally academic term category. 
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Granting Access 
Top level users can grant access to limited level users to certain designated folders to allow 
them to upload the required materials and documents. 

Steps are shown in the slides to follow 
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OneDrive Connection
Users are able to add a link to folders to their own OneDrive if they want to directly access it.

Steps are shown in the slides to follow 
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Setting alerts 
Users can set alerts for a variety of purposes to monitor changes and changes that occur on 
folders and can customise these notifications accordingly. 

Steps are shown in the slides to follow 
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Future iterations
Further features to be included in future iterations: 

❖ Backup OneDrive; 
❖ Dashboard and analytics;


